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Florence Nightingale Day 

Our Year 2 children had a fantastic day earlier this month when 
the History Off the Page team led our well -established Florence 
Nightingale Day. The children were inspired by a wide range of 
creative role play activities and crafts. They were also able to 
use their detective skills to sort ‘missing suitcases ’ and return 
them to their correct owners. Their afternoon of role play was 
based in Scutari hospital. The class were fantastic throughout, 
sharing their knowledge, working co -operatively, and throwing 
themselves whole-heartedly into every activity. Florence        
commented that, “she cannot wait to come back next year! ” As 
always, our children made a fantastic effort with costumes and 
this really helped them to venture back into time. Well done Year 
2! We are very proud of you. We would also like to thank the    
parent helpers who supported the class. You were absolutely 
fantastic and we certainly couldn ’t have done it without you!  
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Diwali Divas in St Albans Community Arts Initiative 
Congratulations to our children in Year 2 and Year 5, who have produced some amazing artwork in         

connection with the Diwali in St Albans Community Arts Initiative. The St Albans Museum and Gallery will 

be hosting a large Rangoli installation, with contributions of Rangoli artwork being created by several 

schools. .The Diwali in St Albans initiative will be showcasing local photography of families celebrating    

Diwali, along with a Diwali trail. This project will mark Diwali and will enable the community to connect 

through creativity in celebration of this special Festival of Lights. One of our parents, Preet Cox, was        

centrally involved in setting up the initiative and we are delighted that some of our children have been able 

to take part. The children in Year 5 have created some beautiful clay diva lamps and both classes have 

contributed to a spectacular Rangoli pattern display. Here are some examples of the beautiful diva lamps 

that the children have created; 

Table Tennis 

Our table tennis teams were back in action for the 

first time in nearly two years (due to Covid               

restrictions) and performed superbly in the recent St 

Albans District table tennis competition. The boys 

played well in their group, missing out narrowly on a 

place in the finals, whilst the girls won all of their 

group matches and went through to a well contested 

final against Maple. Although they lost out by three 

points to one in the final, the girls were proud of their 

efforts and both teams must be congratulated on 

their excellent efforts throughout the tournament. 

Congratulations to Samuel 

Congratulations must go to one of our Year 5 pupils, Samuel, on         

achieving his Level 1 NICAS New Climber certificate. Samuel has been 

climbing at Westminster Lodge and is now excited at the prospect of     

moving on to the next grade of indoor climbing. 
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Thank you Tesco—Every Little Helps! 

A big thank you must go to the Tesco Strategy Trade Team, who came earlier this month to help the 

school with the development of our Environmental Area. Fifteen volunteers spent around three hours   

cutting back  hedges, pulling up weeds, clearing areas, moving scaffold boards and generally tidying up 

the area in preparation for the development of an outdoor reading area that has been planned and      

designed by some of our pupils. The event was organised through one of our parents, and governors, 

Claire Wallis. A thank you must certainly go to Claire for putting the team together and working with Mr 

Collenette to identify the main priorities for the day. The team also presented the school with a fine      

collection of forks, spades, rakes, trowels and even a hoe to aid the sustained maintenance of the area. 

The team worked superbly to transform the area and enjoyed their volunteer experience, offering to     

possibly return in the spring term and help us with the next stage of our project. 

Quiz Night Success! 

Congratulations to the Knowles it All team, who pipped 

The Village Idiots in an exciting finish to our recent Quiz 

Night! It was great to return to a face-to-face event and 

the evening raised £586 for FOSS. A big thank you to 

our fabulous Quizmaster, Mr Oswin, and to                

Mrs Cheshire for all her hard work putting the quiz     

together. Innovative rounds based on the TV             

programmes ‘Would I lie to you?’ and ‘Pointless’ added 

to the evening’s entertainment and a great evening 

was enjoyed by all. Thanks also to Claire Searle,       

Deborah Nichols and Deborah Bird for their help on the 

night. 
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Year 5 Cubism 

Our Year 5 class have been studying  Cubism and experimenting with their own abstract art. The children 

used electrical objects such as kettles, irons, clocks and food mixers as their starting point. They then 

cut and re-arranged the planes from their original pictures to create an abstract image, focusing on the 

key shapes and connection of shapes within their abstract design. The class then chose their own colour 

family. Delilah was influenced by Picasso’s blue period and Anika by his rose period. Can you guess the 

original  objects by looking at the abstract pictures? 

As part of their learning about ‘ourselves’, our reception class have been finding out about how important it is to 

look after their teeth. During the child initiated learning sessions, Casper, Marley, Bella and Casima took their 

learning a step further with these wonderful  pictures  that are an undoubted celebration of teeth!
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Year 6 Henry Moore Maquettes 

This term’s Year 6 art unit focuses on sculpture. The children have been studying the work of     

Henry Moore and produced their own maquettes (miniature sculptures) based on some of his 

works. Their maquettes were modelled in clay and then coated with metallic paint, to give the     

impression of bronze or metal. Here are a few of the maquettes that the children have created. 

Reception Teeth! 

As part of their learning about ‘ourselves’, our reception class have been finding out about how important it is to 

look after their teeth. During the child initiated learning sessions, Casper, Marley, Bella and Casima took their 

learning a step further with these wonderful  pictures  that are an undoubted celebration of teeth! 
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Le Café 
 

Our Year 5 have been learning about ‘Le café’ in French.  They used French/English dictionaries to find 

the French translations for various food and drink found in a café, and then progressed to learning how 

to describe the flavours of some of these.  Here are a few examples of the menus that they have        

created.  The children then used these menus as a stimulus to write café scripts and perform some 

role plays where they could apply their learning in French. 


